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GMAP Internship Report / GMAP インターンシップ報告書 

No. 2016-8 

 

I. Basic information / 基本情報                                          

1) Name / 名前：Ling Song 

2) Enrolled year / 入学年：2016 

3) Period of internship / インターン期間：7 February 2017- 7 March 2017 

4) Place of internship / インターン場所：Anderson Mori & Tomotsune (AMT) 

5) Person who accepted your internship / インターン受入担当者: Akira Moriwaki 

6) Content of work in your internship / インターン中の作業内容:  General Chinese law 

 

 

II. Details and impressions / 詳細と感想                                                   

 

Details: 

In February 2017, I attended a wonderful internship program lasting for one month at AMT’s 

Chinese business group in Tokyo, Japan. The experience there would be an unforgettable memory. 

To be specific, I had been assigned to deal with some daily legal consultations relating to Chinese 

law and business practice, including and not limited to copyright law, commercial arbitration, 

anti-trust law and so on. Luckily, I also went to visit the Supreme Court of Japan. 

Working with these experienced lawyers impressed me a lot. Their interpretation of laws, their 

communication skills and their ability to balance between life and work always gave inspiration to 

me, which must be beneficial to my future career. I wish I could speak better Japanese, or I must get 

access to more valuable and interesting information and make more new friends during my 

internship. 

 

Expressions 

It is really an honor to get such a valuable opportunity to get an internship at one of the most famous 

Japanese law firms. I have witnessed how these highly professional lawyers have devoted to their 

daily work and their deep love of law. Most of the Lawyers working here have an international 

education background. When randomly talking with someone in the office, it would not be surprised 

to find that he or she usually can handle at least 3 languages and get PHD degrees or has worked as a 

part-time professor. As for work, their insights into the internal spirit of law and how the society 

works enable them to accurately understand clients’ need and provide reasonable advice. I guess 

that’s why they can always get high ranks in the international prizes for law firm and lawyers. 

It is also my first time to live in Tokyo. People here work hard, but they also know how to relax 
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themselves. No matter whatever kind of hobby you have, you can easily get access to friends sharing 

the same idea here. Numbers of young people from other parts of Japan or the world choose to 

gather in Tokyo in order to realize their dreams, the same situation which exactly has happened in 

Beijing. No doubt Tokyo is a city of tolerance. Anyway, this is a lovely city for me. 

 

（Photos） 

 

 

 

（Date / 7 March 2017） 
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